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Abstract—Time-frequency domain signal processing of neural
recordings, from high-density microelectrode arrays implanted in
the cortex, is highly desired to ease the bandwidth bottleneck as-
sociated with data transfer to extra-cranial processing units. Be-
cause of its energy compactness features, discrete wavelet trans-
form (DWT) has been shown to provide efficient data compression
for neural records without compromising the information content.
This paper describes an area-power minimized hardware imple-
mentation of the lifting scheme for multilevel, multichannel DWT
with quantized filter coefficients and integer computation. Perfor-
mance tradeoffs and key design decisions for implantable neuro-
prosthetics are presented. A 32-channel 4-level version of the cir-
cuit has been custom designed in 0.18- m CMOS and occupies
only 0.22 mm2 area and consumes 76 W of power, making it
highly suitable for implantable neural interface applications re-
quiring wireless data transfer.

Index Terms—Brain–machine interface (BMI), integer lifting
wavelet transform, neural signal compression, VLSI design.

I. INTRODUCTION

NEUROPROSTHETICS devices and brain–machine in-
terfaces (BMIs) are increasingly playing a vital role in

helping patients with severe motor disorders achieve a better
lifestyle by enabling direct interface to the central nervous
system at various levels. Recording the activity of cortical
neurons with microelectrode arrays was shown to be essential
to quantify their degree of involvement in encoding movement
parameters, thereby permitting decoding of the neural signals
to take place to control artificial limbs [1]. Such BMIs show
great promise in many biomedical applications.

One particular challenge with BMI technology is the need to
transmit the high bandwidth neural data from the implanted de-
vice to the outside world for further analysis. For example, a
typical recording experiment with a 100-electrode array sam-
pled at 25 kHz per channel with 12-bit precision yields an ag-
gregate data rate of 30 Mbps, which is well beyond the reach of
state-of-the-art telemetry links for biological applications. An-
other significant challenge is the need to fit implanted circuitry
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within 1 cm for the entire signal processing system, and
operate the chip at very low power (no more than 8–10 mW)
to prevent temperature rise above 1 C and avoid neural tissue
damage [2].

For implanted microelectrode arrays, the power required to
wirelessly transmit raw data to extra-cranial processing units
is prohibitively large. Likewise, the hardware required to per-
form full neural data analysis is too complex to be implemented
within an implanted system. Data compression before transmis-
sion is an attractive alternative, if it can be preformed with min-
imal hardware resources. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is
a very effective method for compressing neural data [3], [4]. The
resulting nonzero DWT coefficients give a sparse representation
of the signal that greatly reduces the power required to upload
data.

To utilize DWT-based compression with modern neuropros-
thetics devices, a multichannel, multilevel implementation is
necessary because microelectrode arrays sample multiple data
channels simultaneously and multiple decomposition levels im-
prove signal reproduction accuracy. Thus, area and power effi-
cient hardware that can perform multichannel, multilevel DWT
in real time is highly desirable. In contrast to traditional DWT
applications, neuroprosthetics can afford long computation in-
tervals, up to 40 s [4], permitting hardware to prioritize power
and area efficiency over speed. From the hardware point of view,
integer-lifting and B-spline DWT factorization schemes have
very efficient implementations. The lifting approach to the DWT
reduces the required arithmetic operations and, as an in-place
implementation, requires less memory at the expense of a longer
critical path [5], [6]. The B-spline factorization reduces the crit-
ical path delay by converting some of the required multiply op-
erations into less computationally intensive shift-and-add oper-
ations [6].

With few exceptions, recent efforts to optimize DWT hard-
ware have concentrated on increasing throughput at the expense
of area and power [5], [6]. In contrast, our prior work has iden-
tified an optimal implementation of the DWT architecture
where chip area and power have priority over speed [7]. The
approach relies on a hardware-efficient integer lifting factoriza-
tion scheme and the “symmlet” family of wavelet basis that has
been shown to provide a near optimal compression of neural
signals [4].

This paper describes the design of a highly area and power
efficient VLSI circuit that implements multichannel, multilevel
lifting-based DWT in real time. Section II explains the architec-
ture used to calculate the DWT while the design decisions for
a computation core (CC) are detailed in Section III. Section IV
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Fig. 1. Data flow diagram for lifting DWT using the symmlet 4 basis.

describes optimizations in the memory modules, and Sec-
tion V discusses controller operations. Results for a 32-channel
4-level DWT realization are summarized and performance of
the system is analyzed in Section VI, followed by conclusions
in Section VII.

II. ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 shows the data flow diagram of lifting-based DWT
using the symmlet 4 bases. If and are two sequential input
samples from the same channel, and are approximation and
detail results, and , , and are intermediate results, the five
filter steps in this flow can be expressed by

(1)

where are the eight constant filter coefficients and sub-
scripts of the other variables represent the time sample, 0 being
the current sample, 1 the previous sample, and so on.

To ease hardware requirements, it has been shown that
integer lifting DWT with quantized data and filter coefficient
values maintains a high signal to noise ratio. Based on this
analysis, we have chosen 10-bit data and 5-bit coefficients
(including sign bit) for our hardware implementation. Our
previous work evaluated two structurally different hardware
approaches, namely pipeline and sequential, for suitability
in implantable devices based on their resource demands [2].
Derived from this system-level analysis, we have found that
for the single channel case, the pipeline architecture consumes
smaller power at the expense of considerably larger area as
compared to the sequential architecture, resulting in a higher
area-power product. The difference in area-power product
increases with the increasing number of channels and levels,
making the sequential architecture the better choice of the two
especially for higher number of channels.

Fig. 2 describes the DWT architecture resulting from our
circuit-level design efforts. It is composed of a customized
CC, a digital controller, and five memory modules for in-
coming data, filter coefficients, intermediate CC products, and
intermediate values necessary to sequentially process multiple
levels and channels. Sequential data samples (inputs and )
from a given channel are processed in pairs to generate the
approximate and detail DWT coefficients (outputs and ). To
achieve system-level goals of power and area efficiency, each

Fig. 2. Complete system diagram for sequential calculation of DWT.

of these architectural blocks has been customized at the circuit
level to minimize transistor count and eliminate unnecessary
output transitions.

III. COMPUTATION CORE

Analysis of the “symmlet4” lifting factorization and resulting
equations in (1) show a noticeable computation regularity; all
arithmetic operations can be expressed in the general form of

. This regularity can be exploited to
minimize hardware by implementing a single CC that sequen-
tially executes all computational steps in (1). Sequential reuse of
the same hardware significantly reduces chip real estate require-
ments without impacting performance in this low bandwidth ap-
plication.

The merits of using two’s complement arithmetic versus sign-
magnitude arithmetic were considered. The 10-bit input data is
received in sign magnitude form, as are the constant 5-bit filter
coefficients. The CC multipliers are required to perform 10 5
operations. Methods for multiplying sign-magnitude numbers
do not work with two’s complement numbers without adapta-
tion. We have implemented several combinations of adders and
multipliers using sign-magnitude and two’s complement repre-
sentation and found that it is most efficient to handle multipli-
cation in sign-magnitude form while additions are performed in
two’s complement. As shown in Fig. 3, the CC can be imple-
mented using two multipliers and a three-term adder formed by
cascading two two-term adders. Using this CC to sequentially
execute the steps in (1) requires five cycles to compute results
for one sample pair. The critical path for this CC is ,
where and are the delays of the multiplier and the adder,
respectively. Overflows that can occur during these computa-
tions are handled by replacing the results with appropriate pos-
itive or negative saturation values.

A. Adders

Ripple carry–, carry save, and carry–look-ahead adders were
analyzed for this DWT implementation. Because delay does not
pose a bottleneck and area and power are much more important,
the lower transistor count required by ripple carry adder was
favored. Ripple carry adder performance depends largely upon
structure of its individual full-adder cells, whose properties can
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Fig. 3. Computation core architecture for integer lifting DWT used to compute
(1).

Fig. 4. Single bit full adder cell used in the CC adders based on pass transistor
logic [8].

vary widely to match different applications. Comparative anal-
ysis of several full adder structures was performed at the cir-
cuit level to take into account transistor count, activity factor,
and dynamic power due to parasitics. Based on these results,
the pass gate logic 1-bit full adder presented in [8] and shown
in Fig. 4 was chosen to best suit our DWT application. Unlike
some adder cells with slightly lower transistor counts, this cell
has no internal direct path between power and ground, elimi-
nating short circuit current during transistor switching. Further-
more, the use of transmission gates limits the output voltage
swing and reduces dynamic power consumption without com-
promising overall speed or reliability. In 0.18- m CMOS, this
16 transistor cell was designed to dissipate 0.4 W power and
occupy 41.5 m . It was utilized to construct 10-bit adders for
the three-term adder block and 13-bit adders for the 10 5 mul-
tipliers.

B. Multipliers

The CC requires two multipliers to perform 10 5 oper-
ations. Booth multiplication algorithm is especially suited for
two’s complemented multiplication; however, it works well for
block multiplications. Both Booth and array multiplier struc-
tures were optimized to the specific bit resolutions of our DWT
application and compared for area and power. The Booth multi-
plier consists of recoders, partial product generators, 3:2 and 2:1
compressors and a final adder. The recoders and partial product

TABLE I
CC TRANSISTOR COUNTS AND WORST CASE VALUES

generators were optimized for low power [9]. Two different re-
coders and partial product generators were considered, both re-
quiring 18 transistors each. The two partial product generator
architectures, NPR3a and NPR3b, presented in [9], were tai-
lored to this application and it was determined that, while power
consumption is similar, NPR3b needs slightly fewer transistors
(14 versus 16) and is preferred. The 3:2 and 2:1 compressors
are full and half adders respectively. In contrast, the array mul-
tiplier ANDs every bit of the multiplier with every bit of the
multiplicand to create partial products. A Wallace tree structure
was implemented to compress the partial products. Both Booth
and array multipliers require an adder at the final stage. In com-
parison, a CC design using a Booth multiplier was shown to
occupy 16% more area than a CC design with an array multi-
plier. Table I gives area, average power and delay measurements
of the custom designed adder and array multiplier sub-modules
selected for use in our DWT CC. It also includes the average
power, area and delay measurements for the complete compu-
tational core including two’s complement circuits. The average
power includes static and dynamic power dissipation at a clock
frequency of 6.4 MHz.

IV. MEMORY MODULES

A. Multichannel/Level Memory Module

Neuroprosthetics applications generally depend upon mul-
tiple data streams taken from an array of microelectrodes. Thus,
our DWT system has been designed to compress data from mul-
tiple channels simultaneously using multilevel decomposition in
real time. Analysis of our DWT implementation indicates that
there is sufficient bandwidth within a single CC to process well
over 100 data channels sequentially. Sequential processing sig-
nificantly reduces computational hardware demand; however,
the intermediate values, or “state,” of the current channel needs
to be stored in memory so they are available when the CC later
processes the next sample from this channel.

Similarly, memory is needed to store intermediate values
while switching between different levels. The memory block
required to hold these intermediate values is called the
channel/level memory. The values that need to be stored and
made available to process future samples are defined by (1). For
each level and channel (beyond one), the lifting architecture re-
quires five 10-bit values— , , , , and —to be saved,
four of which are stored in channel/level memory while one is
stored in the pairing memory. Every level and every channel re-
quires a corresponding 40-bit memory register. In a 32-channel
4-level design, this amounts to 128 registers. The channel/level
memory was implemented in both an SRAM using standard six
transistor cells and a DRAM. For a large number of channels
and levels, the channel/level memory module was found to
dominate the power and area of the overall DWT system.
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TABLE II
CC TRANSISTOR COUNTS AND WORST CASE VALUES

For the prototype DWT chip, the channel/level memory was
implemented in SRAM to maximize reliability and ease system-
level testing. However a DRAM implementation is particularly
efficient in this application; due to the sequential nature of the
DWT, the entire memory block is periodically overwritten, elim-
inating the need for refresh circuitry during normal operation.
For example, at a sampling rate of 25 kHz, the least frequently
accessed level 4 data is overwritten every 0.64 ms, which is
much faster than the hold time easily achievable by a DRAM
cell implemented in a standard CMOS process. This feature per-
mits significant area savings over the SRAM implementation, as
shown in Table II which compares relative performance criteria
for a 32-channel 4-level memory block.

In a standard 0.18- m CMOS process, use of a discrete
DRAM storage capacitor is prohibitively area expensive. Al-
ternatively, the gate capacitance of a large MOSFET has been
used to store charge. Assuming that the sense amplifiers need a
stored value of at least 1 V to reliably read the correct value, a
MOSFET with at least 0.2- m gate area is required to realize a
dependable hold time. Constructed in this fashion, comparison
of two custom designed CMOS memory blocks shows that a
DRAM block would permit a 64% area savings over an SRAM
block for a 32-channel 4-level implementation.

B. Input, Coefficient, Pairing, and CC Memory Modules

Because DWT operates on data pairs, there is a hold cycle be-
tween each computation of input pairs wherein the first sample
of the pair is acquired. Thus, an input data buffer of size equal to
the number of channels is required to store input samples during
the hold cycles. For the 32-channel implementation, the input
buffer was constructed using FIFO shift registers. Note that in
this architecture, the hold cycle is used to compute all results for
higher (beyond one) levels of decomposition, where the neces-
sary data is available from previous computations.

A separate coefficient memory block is required to store the
eight 5-bit filter coefficients. Because this data is static, it is
most efficiently implemented using hardwired connections, ef-
fectively operating as a ROM structure with only the electronics
necessary to switch the proper coefficient values into the CC at
the appropriate computation phase.

To accommodate sequential reuse of CC hardware, at the be-
ginning of each computation cycle, four intermediate results
from the previous computation cycle for the same channel must
be loaded into the CC. These values, loaded from the channel/
level memory module, are stored in a block defined as the CC
memory. This CC memory block must be capable of loading
all four bytes in parallel and moving data to the appropriate CC
input as it cycles through the filter steps in (1). As described
below, this requires six 10-bit registers that were implemented
using flip-flops for parallel load/store and byte-wise shift oper-
ations.

Fig. 5. DWT circuit operation phases for a single computation cycle.

When performing calculations for levels 2 and beyond, the
CC input data ( and in Fig. 2) does not come from inputs to
the DWT circuit. Rather, inputs must be pulled from results cal-
culated previously for a lower level. These values are stored in
a pairing memory that must contain two 10-bit values for every
channel and level except the highest level. All computation cy-
cles except those of the highest level will generate one 10-bit
byte to be written to this pairing memory. During all compu-
tation cycles for level 2 and beyond, two 10-bit values will be
read from this block. Due to this unique read/write structure,
this block was implemented independent of the channel/level
memory using an SRAM with address decoding circuitry that
allows us to enable each 10-bit byte block independently.

C. Power Saving Strategies for Memory

To reduce power consumption in the SRAM blocks, a divided
bit line structure [10] was adopted, reducing the overall bit line
capacitance and eliminating unnecessary dynamic power con-
sumption during read and write cycles. Each of the sub bit lines
were connected to only eight SRAM cells, and extra logic within
the decoder controls access to these sub bit lines. With reduced
bit line capacitance, the SRAM could be implemented without
a sense amplifier, eliminating the need to access both sides of
the SRAM cell and reducing bit line currents during read oper-
ations.

V. CONTROLLER

The main functions of the controller are to direct overall
system operation and route data between DWT circuit blocks
at the proper time [11]. The sequence of actions needed to
complete a single DWT computation cycle consists of three
different phases over a total of eight clock cycles, as shown in
Fig. 5. As managed by the DWT controller, one read cycle is
followed by five calculation cycles and then two write cycles.
During the read cycle, stored values from prior calculations are
loaded into the CC memory. During the calculation cycles, the
five filter steps in (1) are executed. During the write cycles, re-
sults are stored onto channel/level and pairing memory blocks.
This sequence must be repeated for each channel within the
input sampling period. For example, with 32 data channels and
a typical neural signal sampling rate of 25 kHz, the eight oper-
ation cycles must be clocked at 6.4 MHz. For fewer channels,
the clock rate can be reduced to ensure power is only consumed
when computations are required.

Note that the number of levels has no effect on the clock fre-
quency because higher level results will be computed during
intermediate hold cycles (see Section IV-B) while data input
pairs are being stored. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, which de-
scribes the sequence of computation cycles managed by the con-
troller for one channel and four levels. Here, each column repre-
sents a computation cycle composed of eight clock cycles. The
number of computation cycles necessary for a complete, repeat-
able, DWT operation sequence is , where is the number of
levels. As shown in Fig. 6, four levels requires 16 computation
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Fig. 6. Per channel activity of the CC at different levels of decomposition for a 4-level implementation. The top line shows the computation cycle count, and
the next line counts the cycles within each operation sequence (two shown). A level 1 result is computed when a pair of data samples is received, a level 2 result
is computed when two level 1 results are available, and so on. The first results calculated at each level are trash values because the memory initially contains
meaningless values. After each 2 computation cycles (where L is the number of levels), there is an idle (no calc) cycle.

Fig. 7. Data movement in CC memory during the five calculation cycles within
a computation cycle (one per sample per level). Top line shows the six register
names. Subsequent lines define how data must be moved as the steps in (1) are
processed sequentially.

cycles for a complete operation sequence. Within each operation
sequence ( computation cycles) one cycle will be an idle cycle
where no computations are necessary, as indicated by NO CALC
in Fig. 6. Notice that, in each odd numbered computation cycle,
no level one results are being calculated. These odd cycles cor-
respond to input hold cycles discussed above. While input data
pairs are being stored in these cycles (to be processed in the fol-
lowing cycle), the CC hardware can be utilized to process results
for all levels greater than one in the sequence defined by Fig. 6.
Thus, an infinite number of levels could be processed without
additional hardware or increasing frequency. The number of
channels has no impact on this sequence; each channel is pro-
cessed sequentially within a single computation cycle, which
can be achieved by increasing clocking frequency by a factor
equal to the number of channels. Thus, the only major impact
of increasing channels or levels is an increase in dynamic power
consumption and the addition of channel/level memory.

To control the sequence and timing of operations within the
DWT circuit, both an instruction based microprocessor and a
state machine based controller were analyzed. Because of the
relatively straightforward and repetitive nature of operations,
the efficiency of a state machine design was found to be much
more compatible with the power and area goals of this DWT
circuit. The inherent tradeoff for this efficiency is limited flexi-
bility, and the maximum number of levels and channels had to
be set before implementing the state machine controller. Here

we will describe a state machine for 32 channels and 4 levels.
This design assumes multichannel input data is multiplexed into
a single 10-bit input bus, and it will output results sequentially
onto a single output bus.

For a 32-channel 4-level DWT system, the state machine con-
troller utilizes a 12-bit counter to keep track of the current state,
channel, and level. The three least significant bits of this counter
determine the eight clock cycles within a computation cycle
(Fig. 5) defining the operation phase for the CC and memory
blocks, regardless of the channel or level being processed. The
next five bits of the counter specify channel being processed.
The remaining four bits represent the level being processed,
where each bit represents an individual level (Fig. 6). The level
1 bit also determines if the input stream should go to the input
buffer (hold cycle) or the CC (compute level 1 results). In this
fashion, a level 1 result is computed once a pair of data sam-
ples is received; a level 2 result is computed when two level one
results are available; and so on. By increasing the width of the
counter, more states could be added to support additional chan-
nels or levels.

Fig. 7 describes operations within the CC memory controlled
by the three least significant bits of the state machine counter.
Here, complex data movement within the CC memory and its
interaction with other memory blocks is controlled. Fig. 7 de-
fines CC memory register names, where X, Y, and Z are reg-
isters connected to respective inputs of the CC while M1, M2,
and M3 store intermediate computation results. Values are read
into the CC memory at the beginning of the computation cycle.
This is followed by five cycles of calculations and register data
shifts. The last calculation cycle produces detail and approxi-
mation DWT results. The detail DWT coefficient is sent to the
output bus. The approximation DWT coefficient is sent to the
output bus and, depending on the level being processed, stored
in pairing memory. After the last calculation cycle, four of the
values in CC memory, , , , and , are stored to the
channel/level memory for use in subsequent calculations of the
current channel/level results.

VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Final Hardware Resources

All of the DWT circuit blocks were custom designed and
laid out in 0.18- m CMOS. Table III lists number of transis-
tors required for each module. The corresponding chip area re-
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TABLE III
TRANSISTOR COUNT AND AREA FOR HARDWARE MODULES

�Counts exclude transistors for address decoding circuitry

TABLE IV
AVERAGE ACTIVITY PER CYCLE FOR HARDWARE MODULES

quired by each module, including routing, is also shown. The
dominance of channel/level memory over other modules is ev-
ident, where increasing the number of channels by a factor of
four (from 8 to 32) results in roughly a 300% increase in both
the number of transistors and the area consumption. Our model
32-channel, 4-level DWT implementation, requires 54 k tran-
sistors and occupies roughly 470 m 470 m. These values
were obtained with the major memory blocks implemented with
SRAM for reliability and testing purposes. If the input buffer,
pairing and channel/level memory were replaced by DRAM
blocks, the estimated transistor count for the 32-channel, 4-level
circuit would drop to around 25 000 and the total DWT circuit
area would reduce to a little more than 100 000 m , which is
less than 50% of the overall circuit using SRAM. Table III also
gives the area and transistor count precise estimates for 100- and
250-channel designs.

A 32-channel system, with a sampling frequency of 25 KHz,
operating at 4 levels of DWT decomposition requires a clock
frequency of 6.4 MHz. The power is managed separately for
each block, thus the hardware portions not working at a given
time do not consume any power. As described in Section V,
operation of the DWT block can be modeled as a state machine
which requires 8 cycles to complete its operation, as shown in
Fig. 5. Table IV gives the average activity per cycle of each
hardware module.

If the maximum delay of 10 ns is considered to allow for ef-
fects of fabrication non idealities, it allows us time to process
500 channels, at 25 KHz sampling frequency, in a time-mul-
tiplexed fashion. However handling of 500 channels does not
seem feasible especially at the analog-to-digital converters and
the neural signal amplifiers.

The overall 32-channel 4-level system at 0.18- m process
technology with 1.3 V and at 6.4 MHz of operating fre-
quency consumes an average power of 76 W, including static

and dynamic power dissipation, with highest power being con-
sumed by CC memory, the CC and the controller respectively.
Since these three modules are operational most of the time, they
account for about 80% of the total power.

B. Data Compression Versus MSE

The DWT circuit outputs interleaved approximate and de-
tail transform coefficients that give a sparse representation of
the original neural signal. Coefficient values below a specific
threshold can be set to zero to compress the results into a smaller
number of bytes. The nonzero coefficients can then be encoded
using a lossless encoding scheme and transmitted to the extra-
cranial or extra-cutaneous processing units [4], [12]. Choosing
the value of the zeroing threshold provides a tradeoff between
signal integrity and compression ratio.

To test our DWT circuit implementation on real neural data,
a linear-step analog to digital converter was used to convert ex-
perimentally obtained neural data into a stream of 10-bit digital
values. The data was then processed through the DWT system
and results were stored for analysis. In one test, the stored trans-
form coefficients were used to reconstruct the neural signal, and
this result was compared to the original signal to measure the
quality of reconstruction. This analysis was performed for sev-
eral different zeroing threshold values to evaluate signal quality
verses the amount of compression obtained. The final perfor-
mance metrics can be defined in terms of three quantities, the
root mean squared error (RMS), Shannon’s entropy [13], and
the assigned threshold.

RMS error is a measure of the average difference between
the original and the reconstructed signal. Here the difference
between the original signal and the reconstructed signal is com-
prised of two components: the quantization noise due to finite-
word length, and the lossy-compression noise resulting from
the thresholding operation. The mathematical representation of
RMS error is given by

(2)

where is the original signal, is the reconstructed signal,
and is the length of the signal.

Shannon’s entropy is a measure of uncertainty associated
with a random signal and can be interpreted as the average
minimum message length, represented in bits, which must be
transmitted to communicate the exact value of the signal.

Entropy gives the theoretical limit to the best possible loss-
less data compression for any communication. Entropy can be
mathematically represented as

(3)

where is the total number of possible values (also called sym-
bols in information theory literature) and is the probability
of occurrence of the th value.

Increasing the zeroing threshold improves the amount of
compression achieved (decreasing entropy) but degrades MSE.
For neural data processed through our DWT circuit, Fig. 8
plots the MSE and entropy as the zeroing threshold increases
and confirms the anticipated tradeoff. Because of this direct
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Fig. 8. RMS error and entropy in bits per symbol as a function of threshold
value for the neural data set used in our experiments.

Fig. 9. Relation between RMS error and entropy, where the independent vari-
able is the threshold.

tradeoff between MSE and compression ratio, the zeroing
threshold must be chosen to match application requirements;
if bandwidth limitations are not severe, a low threshold could
maximize signal reconstruction, or if near perfect reconstruc-
tion is not needed, a high threshold could reduce power for data
transmission. Fig. 9 shows the relation between the RMS error
and the entropy both of which are dependent on the threshold
value. Figs. 10 and 11 show the original and reconstructed
signals for threshold values of 50 and 120, respectively, as ob-
tained in our experiments with real neural data. At a threshold
of 50, entropy of 4.78 bits per symbol and an RMS error of
37.95 were obtained. For a threshold value of 120, entropy of
1.48 bits per symbol and an RMS error of 87.69 were measured.

It can be seen that a low threshold value, as in Fig. 10 re-
sults in a good signal reconstruction so it is suitable for appli-
cations that require high quality signal reconstruction. A higher
threshold value, as in Fig. 11, results in a relatively worse recon-
struction; however, it still captures the spikes in the neural signal
very effectively and preserves their shapes and sizes. Since most
of the neural signal analysis and applications are based on the
information embedded in the spikes only, even this level of re-
construction is highly accurate and useful. Thus, depending on
the specific application requirements, the threshold value can
be chosen to optimally exploit available bandwidth, available
power, and desired reconstruction quality.

Fig. 10. Original and reconstructed signals for Threshold = 50,
RMS error = 37:95 and Entropy = 4:78 bits per symbol at 4 levels
of decomposition with 10-bits data and 5-bits coefficients.

Fig. 11. Original and reconstructed signals for Threshold = 120,
RMS error = 87:69 and Entropy = 1:48 bits per symbol at 4 levels of
decomposition with 10 bits data and 5 bits coefficients.

VII. CONCLUSION

A custom VLSI hardware implementation of lifting-based,
multichannel, multilevel DWT using “symmlet 4” wavelet
filters for neural signal processing was presented. This circuit
minimizes chip area and power consumption by sequentially
evaluating integer filter equations with quantized coeffi-
cients using a highly efficient CC. For this implementation,
ripple-carry adders structures with transmission gate-based
full adder cells, and a Wallace tree 10 5 array multipliers
were found to be the most efficient. Four different memory
blocks were identified and implemented using a combination
of SRAM, ROM, and flip-flop registers to maximize power and
area efficiency. A repeatable sequence for multichannel, multi-
level DWT evaluation was described to define system operation
and interactions between circuit blocks. A state machine based
controller was presented to manage the complex data flow with
significantly less hardware than an instruction-base controller.
The resulting DWT circuit can pseudo-simultaneously process
multiple channels of incoming neural signals in real time,
and its ability to perform multi level DWT enables very high
data compression while maintaining signal fidelity. A 54 k
transistor model implementation in 0.18- m CMOS requires
only 0.22 mm of chip area and 75 W of power to process
32 channels of data at 4 levels of DWT. Finally, the DWT
circuit was used to process real neural data, and the MSE versus
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compression ratio tradeoff was analyzed over many values of
zeroing threshold. The small size and low power consumption
of this DWT VLSI circuit makes it highly suitable for font-end
data compression in implantable applications.
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